The Training Point: an uncommon learning exchange for trainers

WHAT?
A 3-day face-to-face learning exchange for professional in substance use treatment and behavioral healthcare fields.

WHO?
This training is intended for:
- Trainers who would like to enhance their ability to conduct interactive, facilitator-led, participant-centered training sessions based on adult learning principles
- Trainers who would like to enrich their understanding of how training fits into systems of change and the role of the trainer as a change agent
- Beginning trainers or people who plan to train for the ATTC and/or in the substance use field

WHEN/WHERE?
- This training will be held August 1-3, 2023 in Silver Spring, Maryland. The exact location will be provided to those who are accepted.

COSTS?
- There is no cost associated with this training. However, participants are expected to provide their own lunch and dinner. Recommendations in the area will be provided.

SPECIAL NOTE: The availability of spots are limited to 20 participants so full commitment is required of participants for all three days of training.

APPLY NOW!

Contact dharris@danyainstitute.org at the Central East ATTC Office for additional information about this course.

PARTICIPANTS LOVE THIS TRAINING!

“[This experience] allowed me to grow in a safe environment, and gave me the confidence to present, facilitate and train.”

“I am energized and even more excited about improving my skills as a trainer and collaborating with others as a perpetual learner!”

“I have learned so much about adult learners, learning and approaches to training that... [involve] learners. Thanks to all the participants for sharing experiences and talents – from each I will copy and benefit. Amazingly, I learned so much about me.”

“I am constantly reflecting back on the moments, the experiences and the readings [from The Training Point] in an effort to make improvements. I am so grateful for the opportunity!”